
Pickup & To-Go Solutions
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Why choWhy choWhy cho
  Carry-out, curbside, delivery, pickup, drive-thru - 

                                                   in one format or another.    
   Hatco Corporation offers a 
                                                             so you can find the perfect solution 
                            for increasing throughput and meeting demand 
                                                                in your busy operation as the 
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STEP 1: Setup FLOOR MOUNT
STEP 2: Model MPP-8I MPP-8PT MPP-8HPT F2G F2GP GRS2G
Specifications
Voltage 120V 120V 120V 120V 120V 120V
Wattage 90 90 1424 831-1623 1057 704-1757
Amps .75 0.4 11.87 7.3-14.0 9.2 5.6-14.6
Plug NEMA 5-15P NEMA 5-15P NEMA 5-15P NEMA 5-15P NEMA 5-15P NEMA 5-15P
No. of Cubbies/Shelves 8 8 8 8 or 12 8 2-5
Features
Heated* û û    

STEP 1: Setup COUNTERTOP
STEP 2: Model F2G F2GP
Specifications
Voltage 120V 120V
Wattage 321-819 536-1057
Amps 2.9-7.1 4.7-9.2
Plug NEMA 5-15P NEMA 5-15P
No. of Cubbies/Shelves 3-6 4 or 8
Features
Heated*  

STEP 1: Setup BUILT-IN
STEP 2: Model F2GB F2GBP
Specifications
Voltage 120V 120V
Wattage 417-1623 536-1057
Amps 2.9-14 4.7-9.2
Plug NEMA 5-15P NEMA 5-15P
No. of Cubbies/Shelves 3-12 4 or 8
Features
Heated*  

Floor mount,  
         countertop, 
built-in, heated, 
ambient, open 
shelving or locked 
door units, 
    Hatco has a
      TO-GO 
    SOLUTION
   for every need. 

* Heated models may be turned off for ambient holding as well.

ose Hatcoose Hatcoose Hatco How we stack up
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The Hatco Pickup
PICKUP POD™

Raise customers’ satisfaction with an experience that can be  
completely contactless — from order through pickup. Hatco's 
Pickup Pod™, propelled by Minnow™, is a self-service, touchless 
pickup solution that is available in models that reduces congestion, 
eliminates pickup mistakes, reduces labor costs, and improves the 
overall takeout experience. Customers (or delivery personnel)  
simply access their reserved cubbies by scanning the QR code or 
using an embedded link sent via text (SMS) message. This is a  
technology that prepares your operation for long-term growth.
•  Touchless interface prevents the spreading of germs

•  Energy-saving 5000K LED cubby lighting showcases food

•  Ambient, individually insulated cubbies keep hot or cold foods fresh

• Food is kept secure in individually locked cubbies, while configurable 
pickup times ensure food safety

•  Connects via cellular, WiFi or CAT-5

Optional touchscreen  
shown (Only available  
on MPP-8I units)

MPP-8I shown with Lily Pad 
accessory MPP-PAD2-57 
in Charcoal

MPP-8I



PASS-THROUGH PICKUP  POD™

The rising demand for delivery and to-go orders  
has made a significant change in the daily flow  
of operations. The Pass-Through Pickup Pod™  
from Hatco helps automate in-venue takeout,  
remote delivery and pickups provides an elevated 
customer experience. These models have the same 
features as the original Pickup Pod, but with the  
added convenience of doors on the operator side  
so the Pod can be accessed from the back for  
loading orders, which will greatly reduce lobby/ 
dining area congestion. Powered by cloud-based  
software, the Pod is a smart and safe win for  
operators and customers.

•  Available in either ambient or heated models with  
eight cubbies

•  Heated models are thermostatically controlled with an 
operational range of 140°F to 185°F (60°C to 85°C). 
The heat can also be turned off for ambient holding

•   Features rear-loading doors to enhance operator 
efficiency

•   Antimicrobial surfaces and touchless interface work  
in tandem to prohibit the spread of bacteria, mildew 
and germs

• Connects via Cellular, WiFi or CAT-5/6

MPP-8PT
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& To-Go Experience
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FLAV-R 2-GO® LOCKER SYSTEM
Grant your guests a pickup experience that doesn’t trade convenience for 
food quality nor safety. Hatco's Flav-R 2-Go® Locker Systems are capable 
of holding multiple orders in either hot or ambient lockers with quick 
and secure access. Guests enjoy a clear path to picking up their meals. 
Meanwhile, your team can focus on other functions without disruptions. 

•  Large 10" (254 mm) touchscreen for easy viewing on both the customer  
and operator sides

•  Lockers come preset to 150°F (66°) with a high temperature range up  
to 180°F (82°C)

•  Individual lockers can have the heat turned off for ambient holding

•  Each locker has a timer that will hold prepared and packaged food for  
up to 45 minutes, and the operator is notified when the hold time expires

F2GB-22-A in optional Designer 
Black (Customer side shown)
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TOP REASONS WHY  
PEOPLE PREFER TO  
ORDER FOOD ONLINE

1. Variety of food choices 
2. Convenience 

3. Real-time updates 
4. Better customer satisfaction 

5. Star ratings and reviews 
6. Discounts and offers 

7. Accurate order delivery service 
8. Hassle-free payment options 

9. Personalized dining experienceF2G-34-A in optional Designer 
Navy Blue (Customer side shown)

F2G-24-A in standard Designer 
Warm Red (Operator side shown)

Designer Colors

F2G-3-A in optional Designer Black 
(Customer side shown)



 

F2GP-12-C
in standard Designer Antique Copper
(Customer side shown)

F2GP-14-C
in standard 
Designer  
Warm Red
(Customer  
side shown)

Designer   Colors
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F2GBP-12-C
in standard 
Designer Black 
(Customer side 
shown)

Designer   Colors

FLAV-R 2-GO® PIZZA LOCKER SYSTEM
No more wrong orders, no more wasted time, no more cold 
pizza. Flav-R 2-Go® Pizza Locker Systems from Hatco reduce 
mistakes, lower labor costs and improve the customer experience. 
Customers or delivery personnel can pick up pizzas without 
disrupting the staff workflow. The Flav-R 2-Go Pizza Locker 
System allows operators to select shelf size, color and model type 
— just like the customization that comes with ordering a pizza.

•   Lockers come preset to 149°F (65°C) with a high temperature  
range up to 180°F (82°C)

•   Individual lockers can have the heat turned off for ambient holding

•  As a pass-through unit, the customer side stays locked. When the 
access code is used, the door unlocks and opens for 30 seconds

• Features a large 10" (254 mm) touchscreen on both the customer 
and operator sides. The operator inputs the customer's name and 
code for the pizza order; the customer receives the code and enters 
it. LED lights will flash in the appropriate locker and the door  
will unlock
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DID YOU KNOW?
Americans eat approximately  
100 acres of pizza a day.  
That is equivalent to 
about 350 slices 
per second.



GRS2G-3920-3 
with optional side 
panels

GRS2G-3920-2
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Designer Colors

GLO-RAY 2-GO® HEATED SHELVES
Run your carry-out program with speed, convenience and efficiency with 
Glo-Ray 2-Go® Heated Shelves from Hatco. The takeout shelves facilitate 
frictionless loading and unloading, accommodate large volumes, and 
safely keep to-go orders easily accessible, fresh and ready to eat. They 
work well in various to-go spaces — kitchen expediting areas, ghost 
kitchens, back-of-house holding and more — and their meticulous design 
sets them apart from any other heated shelving out there.



FUN FACT
60% of U.S.  
consumers order  
delivery or 
takeout once 
a week.

ORDER 

UP!

GRS2G-3920-5
in Designer 
Navy Blue

GRS2G-3920-4 
with optional 
back panels
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• Shelves are 20" (508 mm) deep and 39" (991 mm) wide, with a clearance of 13" (330 mm)  
per shelf, to accommodate large boxes and bags

• Hold food orders for up to 30 minutes, with a high temperature range up to 200°F (93°C)
•  Touchscreen control with digital readout indicates separate heat and timer for each shelf

•  Individual shelves can have the heat turned off for ambient holding

•  Available with optional side and/or back panels per shelf, giving operators the flexibility  
to customize their unit with pass-through capabilities or single-sided access
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Hatco Corporation
P.O. Box 340500 | Milwaukee, WI 53234-0500 USA

414-671-6350
www.hatcocorp.com | support@hatcocorp.com

Follow us on:
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